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Fancy an interview around the Cauldron? We interview anyone connected to
Independent Literature.

The Wizard's Cauldron

 
Green Wizard returns with "The Night Porter" - April  22nd

Tuesday, 21 January 2014

A Trip Down The Timeline - Mary Ann Bernal...around the
Cauldron!

Throw around the concept of a
consummate professional too
often and everything about
the phrase begins to lose its
lustre, but in this case, I offer
no apologies: believe me,
Mary Ann Bernal IS the
consummate professional. 

As my editor at Green Wizard,
I have watched her work for the past year and a half and she is relentless.
Any author, Indie or Trad, who wishes to make it pay in this most frenetic
of capers, would do well to follow Mary Ann's lead.

Share It
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For five years, she has slugged it out working seven days a week, twelve
hours at a stretch. Even illness fails to stop her - as they said about Keith
Richards, people like Mary Ann cannot be killed by conventional
weapons. 

Author, marketeer, editor, pimp, tweeter, all-round advisor, font-of-indie
knowledge and now would-be player in the Hollywood Indie leagues,
Mary Ann is a role model for us all. 

I caught up with her on the Wizphone, as she hunkered down to avoid the
shock and awe of the Polar Vortex currently afflicting America, to talk
about the latest instalment in her acclaimed The Briton and The Dane
franchise, Timeline.  

A regular guest and commentator on The Wizard's Cauldron, you can find
her previous interview here.

http://greenwizard62.blogspot.co.uk/2012/08/an-interview-with-mary-ann-bernal.html

Remind the Wizardwatchers who you are, Mary
Ann, and what you do.

Hi Wizzy, as regular readers of the Cauldron will know, I am a historical
fiction author, and writer of The Briton and The Dane series of
historical novels. I specialise in Anglo-Saxon history, particularly the time
of Alfred The Great. I m from New York and am currently living in the
wilds of Omaha, Nebraska.

How have Nebraskans coped with the crazy weather this year?

Omaha has been pretty lucky this winter with snow fall totals, or lack
thereof.  However, we’ve had a brutal spell with the Polar Vortex earlier
this month, and as we speak on the Wizphone, Omaha is having a heat
wave, 55 degrees and climbing.  As most people, we take these things in
stride, not allowing the weather to interfere with getting to work and
social activities.  Thankfully, the sporting events through February are all
inside - just have to love basketball for that very reason.

17 5* reviews. Innumerable positive
comments. 99p/99c on e-book..

 
A collection of short stories by new wave Indie
writers.

Reality Bites

 
Publishers bestseller, A quirky, offbeat look at
football hooliganism at a small, but
prestigious, East Midlands club.
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Violent Disorder
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Tell us about your latest work.

My latest book is The Briton and the Dane: Timeline. While it
continues the franchise, it is a definite diversion and adds something new
to the piece. There is much more of a focus on romance here and I've
added an element of time travel too, which is something new. Here's what
it says on the back cover!

Dr. Gwyneth Franger is a renowned expert in early medieval England who is set upon learning the
truth about the death of Lord Erik, the last descendant of the powerful House of Wareham.  Her
quest becomes an obsession, a condition that began with the discovery of a portrait of the tall and
valiant warrior with which she forms an extraordinary and inexplicable bond. 

Digesting troves of mildewed scrolls and source documentation only enhances her belief that Lord
Erik was brutally assassinated by a cabal of traitors in the pay of William the Bastard, shortly before
the onslaught of the Norman Invasion.

On an archeological dig in Southern England, her team unearths an Anglo-Saxon fortress, a vast
citadel built during the reign of Alfred the Great, which she believes was Lord Erik’s stronghold.  In
the midst of her excitement, she is awakened one night from her slumbers by a disconcerting anomaly
emerging from the site.

Dr. Franger finds herself transported back to the Dark Ages and at the side of the noble Lord Erik
who commands an army of elite Saxon warriors, a swift and mobile force able to deploy quickly
throughout the kingdom to ward off invaders.

 
Mayhem at Meadow Lane concludes.
Hooliporn with a difference and a puzzle to
solve.
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Witnessing the unrest firsthand, Gwyneth senses that her instincts had been right all along, and she is
determined to learn the identities of the treacherous blackguards hiding in the shadows, villains who
may well be posing as Lord Erik’s friends and counselors.
Will Gwyneth stop the assassins?  Is she strong enough to walk away and watch her beloved Erik die?
 Or will she intervene, change the course of history and wipe out an entire timeline to save the man
she loves with all her heart?

How is it related to your long running The Briton and The
Dane series? 

While Gwyneth and Erik are the main characters in this novel, they are
not the same Gwyneth and Erik referenced in the trilogy.  This novel
begins in 2066, but most of the story takes place in 1062-1066, prior to
the Norman invasion.  The other novels take place during the reign of
Alfred the Great in the ninth century.

Why did you decide on Timeline?

When I first started writing The Briton and the Dane, the storyline was
about Gwyneth and Erik’s relationship, and the problems they faced in a
land ravaged by war and conquest.  However, as the story evolved, the
ancillary characters started demanding more representation, wishing to
have to have additional “screen time.”  
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To me, Gwyneth and Erik shared the stage with too many players, and I
do believe they felt cheated.  I was toying with the idea of a standalone
novel dedicated to Gwyneth and Erik, but what if fate had kept them
apart, centuries apart?

How would a 21st century Gwyneth fare in 11th century England?

Science Fiction and Anglo-Saxon England, two of my favorite topics in
one novel.  It doesn't get better than this

When is it released?

Am awaiting the proof copy as we speak.  If everything goes according to
plan, the book launch will be within a fortnight - just love that word.

You are known as extremely professional. Phil Naessens, on a
recent radio interview with you, said: “Mary Ann Bernal is one

Classic sci-fi meets medieval comic, The Mighty Thor

The Dance of the
Vampires: Emma
Edwards meets
Dracula buff,
Shane O'Neill
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of the few authors that I would bring on my daily show no
matter what the subject”.  Have you had training? 

Click Here For Mary Ann's Excellent Radio Interview with Phil Naessens

Phil Naessens is an excellent host, and his questions are interesting and
different.   My latest interview on The Writers Showcase is my third
appearance, and I do look forward to speaking again with Phil later this
year.

How to speak on the radio

The only training I had was a public speaking course in college, too many
years ago to count.  However, I have over twenty years experience as a
Lector (Roman Catholic ministry for lay people).  Additionally, I have
given presentations to various groups on the publishing business,
especially in the digital age, which has added to my skill set.

Do you think authors should spend less time writing and
spend more time doing marketing training? 

Writers need to research every aspect of their craft.  Once a book is
published, an author cannot sit back on his laurels and expect the reading
public to know of his/her work without name awareness.  And how is that
done, you ask?  

In my opinion, the most important site for an inspiring author is his/her
webpage.  If you type my name on Bing - yes, Bing - ok, for the rest of you,
Google - my official website if the first item that appears in the search
results.  My page has links to the various social media sites such as
facebook, twitter, Google plus, pinterest, etc.  However, it is difficult to
interact proficiently with the overabundance of available sites, so I would
recommend selecting the sites that work best for you.  Another thing to
remember is that what works this year may not work next year, and
there’s always a new kid on the block, which means, be selective.   

http://thewritersshow.wordpress.com/2014/01/19/the-writers-showcase-podcast-e18-the-briton-and-the-dane-franchise-with-mary-ann-bernal/
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Once you’ve created your profiles, which is quite time consuming, you can
maintain the sites on a schedule.  You should be able to split you time
between marketing and writing.  Remember, even if your manuscript has
been picked up by an established publishing house, the author is still
expected to do a hefty chunk of marketing.  These houses expect to see
your followers purchasing your novels - and yes, they do want to see
numbers, even though it has yet to be proven that 10K twitter followers
will buy your books.

Now that you’ve set up your system, you can get back to what you love
doing - writing.  Of course, you could always hire someone to do the
marketing aspect of the business while you are locked away in your office,
or wherever you write, away from the distractions.

Unfortunately, writing time needs to be shared with marketing efforts,
until you make it in the business.  Then, you’ll have people!

If a crazed Indie author forced you at gunpoint (or
hammerpoint!) to offer ONE proven strategy to get her novel
out there, what would you say?

Consider the Amazon Kindle Select Program.  I have had excellent results
with the exclusive listing for ebooks.  Print editions are available at all line
book sellers.

You also write short stories. Where can readers find some of
your other work?

There is a tab on my webpage entitled short stories, which lists the title of
the work and where you can purchase the anthology where the story is
included.

www.maryannbernal.com

In addition to the titles listed, seven more stories have been accepted for
publication and should be available later this year.

Available on Amazon:   

Deadly Secrets featured in the Independent Author Index Short Story

Crazed fan - at least she buys books!!

http://www.maryannbernal.com/
https://encrypted-tbn1.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcR6Jsf9S-acS78RLnf5SPWP5NhasLSGN3zPiOVzUtzfQW8yCgs1
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Compilation, volume 3

Out of the Depths featured in Green Wizard Publishing’s Reality Bites

The Ritual featured in the Independent Author Index Short Story
Compilation, volume 2

Murder in the First featured in the Independent Author Index Short Story
Compilation, volume 1

The Hourglass featured in Time, a Literary Underground Anthology

Forever Lost featured in Unearthed, a Literary Underground Anthology

I’m a big fan of the book Concordia. Are there any plans for a
sequel?

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-lJ3qQCCBiDo/Ut5KfRgnRZI/AAAAAAAADC0/nNvGElEq2NQ/s1600/Reality+Bites.jpg
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Unfortunately, I haven’t any plans for a sequel in the foreseeable future.

Boo...that is a GREAT book... 

Sorry, Wiz.

Nice review of the underrrated Concordia - an excellent read

Never mind. What films, TV, books and CDs have you enjoyed
since the last time you were around the Cauldron

 Star Trek Into Darkness

Vikings (on the History Channel)

http://greenwizardpublishing.blogspot.co.uk/2014/01/original-review-of-mary-ann-bernals.html

http://www.independentauthornetwork.com/uploads/3/9/7/9/3979996/3758788.jpg
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Alba:  The Gaelic Kingdom of Scotland AD 800-1124” by Stephen Driscoll

Verdi - Requiem Dies Irae

And finally, what do fans of Mary Ann Bernal have to look
forward to in 2014?

My next project is very exciting.  I have been working with Colin K.
Stewart, who is an award winning film and theater director,  award
winning film producer and screenwriter.  He has recently completed the
screenplay for The Briton and the Dane, keeping the novel storyline intact
during the process.  The screenplay has also been accepted for
consideration in the screenplay competition category at the upcoming
Beverly Hills Film Festival (April), the Las Vegas Film Festival (July), and
the Hollywood Film Festival (October).



http://www.gla.ac.uk/media/media_52084_en-200x283.jpg
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"We are looking for producers / investors for this project.  If
there are interested parties in the audience, please visit my
webpage - maryannbernal.com for contact information". 

Mary Ann, once again, it's been a great pleasure to have you on
the show and I wish you the best of luck with Timeline and
your march on Hollywood

Thanks for having me, great Wizard.  Look for me on the red carpet - will
be waving!

Film links:

http://maryannbernal18.wix.com/britonanddanefilm

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm5991790/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1

Webpage and purchase info:

www.maryannbernal.com

________________________________________________________________________________

Stop Press:

Mary Ann entered the Author Database Cover
Competition recently and while she struggled against the might of
young people's colossal and widespread social networks in the voting

stages, when it reached the judges, the cover of The Complete

https://www.blogger.com/goog_1456651447
https://www.blogger.com/goog_1456651447
http://www.maryannbernal.com/
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-reb5w4Urof4/UotaM8zfetI/AAAAAAAAIkI/PgoLZJdE43Q/s1600/BritonDaneComplete_CVR+front.jpg
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Tweet

Posted by Mark Barry at 17:26 

Labels: Alfred The Great, historical fiction, Historical Romance, Mary Ann Bernal, The Briton and the Dane,
Timeline

Trilogy, designed by Steven Novak, won a Bronze Medal.

Well done, MAB
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